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Ubiquitination controls the activity of various proteins and belongs to posttranslational modification. Various machine learning
techniques are taken for prediction of ubiquitination sites in protein sequences.The paper proposes a newMLP architecture, named
UbiNets, which is based on Densely Connected Convolutional Neural Networks (DenseNet). Computational machine learning
techniques, such as Random Forest Classifier, Gradient Boosting Machines, and Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP), are taken for
analysis.Themain target of this paper is to explore the significance of deep learning techniques for the prediction of ubiquitination
sites in protein sequences. Furthermore, the results obtained show that the newly proposed model provides significant accuracy.
Satisfactory experimental results show the efficiency of proposed method for the prediction of ubiquitination sites in protein
sequences. Further, it has been recommended that this method can be used to sort out real time problems in concerned domain.

1. Introduction

The discovery of ubiquitin in early 1970s leads to the
wining of Nobel Prize in 2004 by Ciechanover et al. [1].
Ubiquitin mediated proteolysis is an important process in
regulating protein functions. In this process an unwanted
protein would be tagged by an enzyme system with the
molecules of residue protein ubiquitin; it is a protein of only
76 amino acids. Ubiquitination role in regulating protein is
quite significant and has various biological functions, like
quality control, Immune response, signal transduction, DNA
repair, metabolism, receptor modulation, Celi cycle, and
transcription regulation [2, 3]. Due to vital regulatory role of
ubiquitination in protein function and implication in many
diseases, a lot of experiments have been performed to identify
ubiquitination sites, such as mass spectrometry analysis [4–
8], enzymatic approach coupled with the interaction of par-
allel protein andmicroarray protein [9], and combinations of
multidimensional liquid chromatography and tandem mass
spectrometry [10].

Various machine learning techniques have been used for
the prediction of ubiquitination site. Deep learning is the
emerging form of machine learning method that has been

accepted widely in industry as well as in research. The main
focus of this paper falls on feed forward artificial neural
network of deep nature that is convolutional neural network.
After understanding the basic structure of convolution neural
network, modified dense convolution network is taken for
prediction of ubiquitination sites. Dense convolution neural
network joins each layer to every layer in a feed forwardman-
ner. The role of deep learning techniques for ubiquitination
site prediction is not explored too much in past literature.
Now the research of deep network in itself is growing
with very fast pace. Our major concern is to explore the
significance of deep learning techniques for ubiquitination
site prediction.

The contributions of this study includes (1) development
of an efficient technique for detecting ubiquitination sites;
(2) performance evaluation of different learning models;
(3) investigating the impact of proposed learning model
for ubiquitination site prediction on different datasets. The
organization of paper is as follows: Section 2 gives a complete
description on the techniques used by various researchers to
predict ubiquitination sites. Section 3 discusses the proposed
technique used to detect ubiquitination site. Section 4 dis-
cusses the performance analysis of the proposed algorithm
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with comparative analysis. Conclusion and future work are
given in the final section.The section belowdiscusses the type
of prediction techniques used in past literature.

2. Survey

Ubiquitination site prediction using physicochemical prop-
erty (PCP) is one of the important emerging areas inves-
tigated by biology scientist and researchers. Various tech-
niques have been proposed for the prediction of ubiq-
uitination sites [11, 12, 15, 23]. Bayesian networks come
under probability based classification method. In the field
of biomedical Bayesian networks have been used to sort
out critical classification problems [20, 24]. SVM is widely
used for classification tasks. The popularity of SVM attracted
the attention of researchers in the field of bioinformat-
ics. Past literature [13, 14, 17] shows the effectiveness of
SVM in the field of biomedical problems. Regression anal-
ysis is one of the conventional techniques in the field of
machine learning. Past literature [16, 20, 25] shows the
effectiveness of same technique for biomedical problem.
Jia et al. [17] used composition of 𝑘-spaced amino acid
pairs (CKSAAP) to encode samples. Category based feature
weighting scheme is used for providing weights to amino
acids. Support vector machine is used for classification
of CKSAAP dataset. Recent research work has introduced
two novel prediction tools for the detection of ubiqui-
tination sites on large-scale proteome data [14, 26]. The
UbiProber [14], which combines key position and amino
acid residue features, was prepared to expect both normal
and species-specific ubiquitination sites. Cross-validation
testing has exposed that UbiProber gives better results over
existing tools in predicting species-specific ubiquitination
sites.

Cai and Jiang [20] used various machine learning algo-
rithms like Bayesian network, naive Bayes, feature selec-
tion naive Bayes, model averaged naive Bayes, and effi-
cient Bayesian multivariate classifier. Regression methods
are taken for study includes support vector machines, logis-
tic regression, and least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator. Fivefold cross validation is used; results showed
that efficient Bayesian multivariate classifier obtained higher
accuracy score as compared to other algorithms taken for
analysis. Ghosh and Dass [18] were able to predict ubiq-
uitination site through homology modelling of NF-kB. At
the same time noncanonical pathway network modelling
is used. This study predicted the crucial cofactors in the
alternate pathway of NF-kB activation. Nguyen et al. [21]
used support vector machine to design classification model
of ubiquitination site prediction and fivefold cross validation
is used. In addition a motif identification tool is taken to
find out the motifs of ubiquitination sites. 78.50 accuracy
score was obtained with the help of proposed method.
Radivojac et al. [12] predicted 141 new ubiquitination sites
using mixture of chromatography, mass spectrometry, and
mutant yeast strains. Random forest is used as a pre-
diction model for ubiquitination sites. Proposed method
obtained accuracy score of 0.72 and area under curve at
80%.

Saeed et al. [19] designed ubipredictor tool for iden-
tifying ubiquitinated lysine in protein sequence of vari-
ous dataset like mouse, human, and yeast using linear
discriminant analysis. Tung and Ho [11] established an
ubiquitination dataset containing 157 ubiquitination sites
and 3676 putative nonubiquitination sites taken from 105
proteins. Support vector machine, 𝐾-nearest neighbour,
and naive Bayes are used to design prediction model for
ubiquitination site identification. In addition authors pro-
posed informative physicochemical property mining algo-
rithm (IPMA). Experimental results showed that IPMA
improved accuracy score from 72.19% to 84.44%. Wang et
al. [23] used an evolutionary screening algorithm to predict
human ubiquitination sites. Results achieved 92% testing
accuracy score and the value of Matthews’ correlation coef-
ficient is found to be 0.48. Experimental analysis performed
by various researchers demonstrates the effectiveness of
machine learning techniques for ubiquitination site predic-
tion.

3. Description of the Proposed Approach

Thedominance of deep neural networks (DNNs) formachine
learning has increased a lot in the past few years due to signif-
icant advances in both computer hardware and software. Now
it has become possible to train truly deep neural networks for
real time datasets.

But merely increasing the depth of the neural network is
not enough, as knowledge content about input vanishes after
travelling through deep layers. This is one of the emerging
problems that need to be resolved for proper execution of
deep network. Recent research has geared towards resolving
this issue and has given rise to quite a large number of differ-
ent techniques and architectures. Among the latest of these
techniques are Densely Connected Convolution Networks
(DenseNet). Densely Connected CNNs ensure maximum
knowledge content travel between layers in a deep network.

In the experiments, python is used as programming
language to design PCP matrix datasets from different of
data sequence, as well as for implementing the multilayer
perceptron model (MLP), UbiNet, and random forest for
ubiquitination site prediction. General design logic for all
the MLP models is comprised of 2 hidden layers with
fixed number of neurons in each layer. Each hidden layer
is followed by a dropout layer with 0.3 dropout rate. The
number of hidden units per layer is given by the first two
digits of the name of the model. The last 3-4 characters of
the MLP models describe the activation function used. Thus
50x2 mlp elu is a 2-hidden layer MLP with 50 hidden units
per layer and ELU activation function.

We propose UbiNets, inspired by DenseNets. UbiNets
are comprised of dense (fully connected layers only) as
compared to DenseNets, which are comprised of chained
2D convolution operations. In UbiNet, every layer’s output
is given as input to every other layer in a block, each block
is comprised of 4 layers, and the outputs merge through
concatenation. After a block has ended, a dense layer followed
by a dropout layer connects the outputs of the previous
block to the next UbiNet. This block is henceforth called the
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“UbiNet Block.” Version 1 (ub v1) is comprised of single such
block. “ub deeper” has 2 such blocks, while “ub deeperx2”
has 3 such blocks, respectively. Dense res v2 has a simple
residual network based design and is really shallow. All
models were trained with stochastic gradient descent on 10
different subsets of training and validation data.The test data
stays the same. For 10 model AVG AUC result, we get predic-
tions on the test set for each of the 10 models and average
them. Figure 1 demonstrates a network that incorporated
residual skip-connection based design which was originally
proposed in [27]. Layer “input 1” is the input layer which
represents the input 544-dimensional input tensor x. x is
then duplicated and the two independent copies of x flow to
the layers “dense 1” and “dense 3,” respectively. The output
of these layers, are then added in the form of a residual
skip connection to produce a single 50 dimensional tensor,
followed by “batchnormalization 1” and “dropout 1” layers.
The output from these layers thus traverses the usual paths
as depicted in Figure 1, where duplicate tensors are passed
down parallel paths. “merge 3” layer merges the inputs
passed to it in an element-wise sum, representing a skip
connection.This helps regulate back propagation of gradients
despite the presence of multiple layers, thus facilitating faster
convergence and the ability to train truly deep networks (as
seen in ResNets).

Figure 2 demonstrates a “50x2 mlp elu” model. This
follows the “mxn mlp xyz” naming convention, where 𝑚
stands for number of hidden units per hidden layer, n
represents the number of such hidden layers in the network,
and 𝑥𝑦𝑧 represents the nonlinearity applied at each hidden
layer. Therefore, “50x2 mlp elu” is a feed forward neural
network that has 2 hidden layers with 50 hidden units each
and ELU activation functions. “Dense input 1” denotes the
544-dimensional input. This layer is followed by a 50-hidden
layer fully connected layer “dense 1” with ELU nonlinearity,
followed up by a dropout layer with 0.3 dropout rate,
followed by another dense-elu-dropout combination. The
final fully connected layer has a single hidden unit with
sigmoid nonlinearity and it outputs the probability of an
input sample belonging to a protein sequence that contains
an ubiquitination site.

Following the same convention as 50x2 mlp elu,
50x2 mlp relu is a 2 hidden layer, 50 hidden nodes per layer
feed forward network with ReLU activation applied at each
hidden layer, 100x2 mlp elu is a feed forward network with
2 hidden layers, each having 100 hidden units and ELU
activation, and 100x2 mlp relu is one with ReLU activation.

Figure 3 shows the “ub deeper x2” network architecture.
“input 1” represents the input layer which feeds the network
a matrix of size “𝑝 x 544” where p is the batch size.
The tensor then flows into “dense 1” fully connected layer,
having ReLU activation. Here, four copies of the output
of “dense 1” layer are made: 𝑥

1
, 𝑥

2
, 𝑥

3
, and 𝑥

4
, which

are fed to the layers “dense 2,” “merge 1,” “merge 2,” and
“merge 3,” respectively. Every layer with suffix “merge ”
concatenates all the outputs of all the dense layers before
it within the same block. Therefore, “merge 1” concatenates
the outputs from “dense 1” (i.e., 𝑥

2
) and “dense 2” layers

to produce a 100-dimensional tensor which is then fed to

layer “dense 3.” “merge 2” concatenates the outputs from
“dense 1,” “dense 2,” and “dense 3” to form a single large
tensor of 150 dimensions, the output fed to “dense 4”. And
the last merge layer of the first UbiNet Block, “merge 3,”
concatenates the outputs of all dense layers prior to it, namely,
“dense 1,” “dense 2,” “dense 3,” and “dense 4” to produce a
200-dimensional output. This finishes the first UbiNet Block
of ub deeper x2 network. As evident from Figure 3, similar
blocks are repeated multiple times over the network graph
(3 times to be precise). Each UbiNet Block is succeeded by
a fully connected layer, which in turn is succeeded by a
dropout layer. It is worth noting that all but the last fully
connected layer of the network has ReLU activation, and
the dropout ratio is fixed at for all layers within a network,
ranging between 0.3 and 0.4. The final fully connected
layer has a single hidden node with Sigmoid Activations,
the output of which predicts the probability that an input
sample has ubiquitination site. The design is highly inspired
by the approach proposed in [27], designed to imitate the
benefits of the said approach, namely, the ability to train really
deep models, alleviating the vanishing gradient problem and
improving feature propagation (each layer in a block has
direct access to outputs of the previous layer) as well as
reducing the number of parameters. The main differences
between our approach and DenseNets are as follows:

(1) Our approach focuses on fully connected layers
instead of convolutional layers.

(2) Instead of continually connecting all the layers of
the network in a DenseNet like fashion, we resort to
limiting the skip connections to a particular block.
This limits the “growth” of the featuremaps to a single
block and as soon as the next block starts, the number
of hidden nodes is reset.

The reason behind the second difference as stated above
is that fully connected layers are more prone to overfitting
as compared to convolutional layers, which already possess
a much sparser feature map as compared to fully connected
layers. Therefore, in order to prevent overfitting the feature
maps of the dense layers in the proposed approach grow
only within a block. This results in fewer hyperparameters,
reduced overfitting, and faster training/testing times. Table 2
gives brief description about classification models used for
the experiment.

4. Dataset

A protein is a biological entity that contains sequence of
amino acid residues. Protein sequence generally contains 20
distinct amino acids (AAs). Lysine is one of the crucial amino
acid for ubiquitination. Data generation process includes the
following:

(a) Extraction of sequence segment.
(b) Generation of AA-PCP matrix.
(c) Segment PCP prediction matrix generation.

Standard datasets are taken from past literature. The details
of datasets are given below.
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input_3: InputLayer
input:

output:
(None, 544)
(None, 544)

dense_33: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 544)
(None, 50)

dense_35: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 544)
(None, 50)

dense_34: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

merge_27: Merge
input:

output:
[(None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 50)

batch_normalization_1: BatchNormalization
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dropout_3: Dropout
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dense_36: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dense_38: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dense_41: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dense_37: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

merge_28: Merge
input:

output:
[(None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 50)

batch_normalization_2: BatchNormalization
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dropout_4: Dropout
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dense_39: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dense_40: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

merge_29: Merge
input:

output:
[(None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 50)

batch_normalization_3: BatchNormalization
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dropout_5: Dropout
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dense_42: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 1)

Figure 1: Sample residual skip-connection based network. The “merge 3” layer is the best node of the network for demonstrating the skip
connections as adopted from [22]. “merge 3” layer performs an element-wise sum operation on the outputs of “dense 8” and “dense 9”, thus
effectively allowing easier gradient backpropagation during training.
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dense_4_input: InputLayer
input:

output:
(None, 544)
(None, 544)

dense_4: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 544)
(None, 50)

dropout_3: Dropout
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dense_5: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dropout_4: Dropout
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 50)

dense_6: Dense
input:

output:
(None, 50)
(None, 1)

Figure 2: 50x2 mlp elu model. 2 Hidden layer MLP with dropout
layer following each hidden layer.

Dataset 1 is taken from [14] (Independent Set), http://pro-
tein.cau.edu.cn/cksaap ubsite/download/DatasetForhCKSA-
AP UbSite.rar, which has half-half ubiquitination and
nonubiquitination 𝐾 sites, and datasets 2 is taken from [13]
DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0022930.s001 which contains 263
ubiquitination and 4345 nonubiquitination sites. Dataset
3 [12] is taken from http://www.ubpred.org/UbPred Data-
Sets.zip which contains 131 ubiquitination positive segments
and 3520 nonubiquitination ones. PCP prediction matrix is
generated from sequence segment matrix and amino acid
PCP matrix.

5. Experimental Results

Initially in this section, the experimental results for different
models for ubiquitination site prediction are given. Table 3
gives the 10-run average AUC, 10-run average accuracy and
10-run model averaging AUC scores generated by different
prediction algorithms. From the table we can see that most of
the techniques obtained 10-run average AUC between 0.6831
and 0.7000 for the six segment PCP datasets.This reflects that
the segment PCP data has important information that can be
utilized for prediction of ubiquitination site.

Experimental analysis demonstrates two important
aspects. First aspect is the effectiveness of different machine
learning techniques for prediction of ubiquitination site.
Second important aspect is the significance of deep learning
methods prediction of ubiquitination site. From Table 3
we can find that ub deeper, 50x2 mlp elu (Figure 2),
100x2 mlp elu, 100x2 mlp relu, random forest (100 estima-
tors), random forest (200 estimators), and Gradient Boosting

Machines (gbm) with 100 estimators performed comparable
to each other for the six segment PCP datasets, whereas
ub v1, ub deeper x2, Dense residual v2, and 50x2 mlp relu
showed comparable performance with each other for
the six segment PCP datasets. In a word, ub v1 and
ub deeper x2 perform better than other machine learning
techniques like random forest taken for ubiquitination
prediction. Experiment results for different PCP datasets
using machine learning techniques are shown in survey
section. PCP is very crucial identity of protein sequences for
identification of ubiquitination site. PCP averaging process
has been taken for the prediction of ubiquitination site.
Selection of optimal protein segment length, different PCP
summarization techniques and their impacts on prediction,
and evolving machine learning techniques for ubiquitination
site prediction are some important questions that we will try
to answer in our future research.

Experimental results show the effectiveness of 11 machine
learning techniques for ubiquitination site prediction using
PCP data. Note that Dense residual v2 performed slightly
better than all other machine learning methods. Figures 4, 5,
and 6 explain the variation of accuracy values under different
machine learning techniques.

Same experiment is performed for dataset 2. Experi-
mental results are given in Table 4. 11 machine learning
techniques applied deep learning methods prediction of
ubiquitination site. From Table 2 we can find that ub deeper,
50x2 mlp elu, 100x2 mlp elu, 100x2 mlp relu, random forest
(100 estimators), random forest (200 estimators), and Gradi-
ent BoostingMachines (gbm) with 100 estimators performed
comparable to each other for the six segment PCP datasets,
whereas ub v1, ub deeper x2, and Dense residual v2 showed
comparable performance with each other for the six seg-
ment PCP datasets. In a word, ub v1, ub deeper x2 and
Dense residual v2 perform better than other machine learn-
ing techniques taken for ubiquitination prediction. Among
these three best methods Dense residual v2 generated best
accuracy.

Same experiment is performed for dataset 3. FromTable 5
we can find that ub deeper, 50x2 mlp elu, 100x2 mlp elu,
random forest (100 estimators), random forest (200 esti-
mators), and Gradient Boosting Machines (gbm) with 100
estimators performed comparable to each other for the
six segment PCP datasets, whereas ub v1, ub deeper x2,
Dense residual v2, and 100x2 mlp relu showed comparable
performance with each other for the six segment PCP
datasets. In a word, Dense residual v2, 100x2 mlp relu,
ub v1, and ub deeper x2 perform better than other machine
learning techniques taken for ubiquitination prediction.
Among these three best methods Dense residual v2 gener-
ated best accuracy.

Thus, Tables 1, 2, and 3 demonstrate the results achieved
by the various predictive techniques used for experimenta-
tion on dataset 1, dataset 2, and dataset 3, respectively. ub v1,
ub deeper, and ub deeperx2 continue to perform better
than the majority of the models, though Dense residual v2
outperforms all models for dataset 2 and dataset 3. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed techniques.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 represent ROC curve for dataset 1,

http://protein.cau.edu.cn/cksaap_ubsite/download/DatasetForhCKSAAP_UbSite.rar
http://protein.cau.edu.cn/cksaap_ubsite/download/DatasetForhCKSAAP_UbSite.rar
http://protein.cau.edu.cn/cksaap_ubsite/download/DatasetForhCKSAAP_UbSite.rar
http://www.ubpred.org/UbPred_DataSets.zip
http://www.ubpred.org/UbPred_DataSets.zip
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input_2: InputLayer
input:

output:

(None, 544)

(None, 544)

dense_23: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 544)

(None, 50)

dense_24: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 50)

(None, 50)

merge_10: Merge
input:

output:

[(None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 100)

merge_11: Merge
input:

output:

[(None, 50), (None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 150)

merge_12: Merge
input:

output:

[(None, 50), (None, 50), (None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 200)

dense_25: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 100)

(None, 50)

dense_26: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 150)

(None, 50)

dense_27: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 200)

(None, 50)

dropout_8: Dropout
input:

output:

(None, 50)

(None, 50)

dense_28: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 50)

(None, 50)

dense_29: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 50)

(None, 50)

merge_13: Merge
input:

output:

[(None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 100)

merge_14: Merge
input:

output:

[(None, 50), (None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 150)

merge_15: Merge
input:

output:

[(None, 50), (None, 50), (None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 200)

dense_30: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 100)

(None, 50)

dense_31: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 150)

(None, 50)

dense_32: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 200)

(None, 50)

dropout_9: Dropout
input:

output:

(None, 50)

(None, 50)

dense_33: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 50)

(None, 50)

dense_34: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 50)

(None, 50)

merge_16: Merge
input:

output:

[(None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 100)

merge_17: Merge
input:

output:

[(None, 50), (None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 150)

merge_18: Merge
input:

output:

[(None, 50), (None, 50), (None, 50), (None, 50)]

(None, 200)

dense_35: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 100)

(None, 50)

dense_36: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 150)

(None, 50)

dense_37: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 200)

(None, 50)

dropout_10: Dropout
input:

output:

(None, 50)

(None, 50)

dense_38: Dense
input:

output:

(None, 50)

(None, 1)

Figure 3:The “ub deeper x2” model.This model clearly demonstrates the underlying ideology of how the nodes of the network interact with
each other. Zooming in to “merge 8” one can clearly see distinct output paths travelling into the layer. The “merge 8” layer concatenates the
outputs of “dense 11,” “dense 12,” and “dense 13” to form a single large tensor, thus demonstrating how the layers of a block are all directly
connected to each other instead of following a more “sequential” flow of execution.
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Table 1: Related work in chronological order.

S. number Year Title Technique and results

(1) 2008 Computational identification of ubiquitylation sites
from protein sequences [11]

Authors used svm, knn, and naive Bayes for analysis
and obtained 84.44% accuracy

(2) 2010 Identification, analysis, and prediction of protein
ubiquitination sites [12]

Authors used random forest predictor as classification
model and obtained 72% accuracy

(3) 2011 Prediction of ubiquitination sites by using the
composition of 𝑘-spaced amino acid pairs [13]

Authors used SVM as classification model and obtained
accuracy of 73.40%

(4) 2013
hCKSAAP UbSite: improved prediction of human
ubiquitination sites by exploiting amino acid pattern

and properties [14]

Authors used SVM as classification model based on the
composition of 𝑘-spaced amino acid pairs and obtained

accuracy of 75.7%

(5) 2014
RUBI: rapid proteomic-scale prediction of lysine
ubiquitination and factors influencing predictor

performance [15]

Authors proposed Rapid UBIquitination (RUBI), a
sequence-based ubiquitination predictor, and obtained

86.8% accuracy

(6) 2014 Transient protein-protein interface prediction: datasets,
features, algorithms, and the RAD-T predictor [16]

Authors proposed RA-T prediction model and obtained
44% improvement across multiple machine learning

algorithm

(7) 2016 Prediction of ubiquitination sites with feature weighting
scheme and naive Bayes vectorizer [17]

Category based feature weighting scheme is used and
prediction model. Proposed technique performed

better than SVM

(8) 2016
ESA-UbiSite: accurate prediction of human

ubiquitination sites by identifying a set of effective
negatives [18]

Authors used evolutionary screening algorithm and
obtained testing accuracy 92% and Matthews’

correlation 0.48

(9) 2016
Noncanonical pathway network modelling and
ubiquitination site prediction through homology

modelling of NF-𝜅B [19]

Authors used loop model and asses dope functions and
enhanced understanding of cofactors involved and
ubiquitination sites employed during the activation

process

(10) 2016
Computational methods for ubiquitination site

prediction using physicochemical properties of protein
sequences [20]

Authors used various techniques like SVM and naive
Bayes for predictionm and obtained AUC value greater

than or equal to 0.6

(11) 2017 A new scheme to characterize and identify protein
ubiquitination sites [21]

Authors used SVM as prediction model and obtained
68.70% average accuracy

10-run average AUC
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Figure 4: 10-run average AUC.

dataset 2, and dataset 3, respectively. Dense residual v2
generated best accuracy for dataset 1, dataset 2, and dataset
3.
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6. Conclusion

Prediction models based on machine learning are employed
for the prediction of ubiquitination site depending on
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10-run model averaging AUC score (ensemble
of all models from all runs)
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Figure 6: AUC scores of various models (averaged over 10 runs).

AUC plot for dataset 1
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Figure 7: ROC curve for dataset 1.

AUC plot for dataset 2
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Figure 8: ROC curve for dataset 2.

AUC plot for dataset 3
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Figure 9: ROC curve for dataset 3.

Table 2: Classification models and their description.

Models Model description
ub v1 Is comprised of a single UbiNet Block

ub deeper A deeper network, is comprised of 2 UbiNet
Blocks

ub deeper x2 The deepest UbiNet architecture, is
comprised of 3 UbiNet Blocks

Dense residual v2 A shallow residual network inspired design

50x2 mlp elu
2 hidden layer feed forward network with
ELU activation and 50 nodes per hidden

layer

100x2 mlp elu
2 hidden layer feed forward network with
ELU activation and 100 nodes per hidden

layer

50x2 mlp relu
2 hidden layer feed forward network with
ReLU activation and 50 nodes per hidden

layer

100x2 mlp relu
2 hidden layer feed forward network with
ReLU activation and 100 nodes per hidden

layer
Random forest, 100
estimators Random forest of 100 metaestimators

Random forest, 200
estimators Random forest of 200 metaestimators

gbm, 100 estimators Gradient Boosting Machine is comprised of
100 metaestimators

physicochemical properties of amino acids and proteins.
Features from protein sequence segment are computed
depending on PCP values from amino acid index database
by taking average of physicochemical properties values of all
amino acids on various segments. Eleven machine learning
techniques are taken for analysis.Comparative results show
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Table 3: Classifier performance on dataset 1.

Models 10-run average AUC 10-run average accuracy 10-run model averaging AUC score
ub v1 0.68927 0.63013 0.69230
ub deeper 0.68915 0.63255 0.69194
ub deeper x2 0.68981 0.63299 0.69200
Dense residual v2 0.69142 0.63717 0.69349
50x2 mlp elu 0.68679 0.63607 0.68818
100x2 mlp elu 0.68643 0.63226 0.68772
50x2 mlp relu 0.68871 0.63072 0.69175
100x2 mlp relu 0.68670 0.63065 0.69017
Random forest, 100 estimators 0.67386 0.62727 0.68425
Random forest, 200 estimators 0.68009 0.62918 0.68678
gbm, 100 estimators 0.68339 0.63233 0.69438

Table 4: Classifier performance on dataset 2.

Models 10-run average AUC 10-run average accuracy 10-run model averaging AUC score
ub v1 0.69030 0.64450 0.69130
ub deeper 0.68940 0.64410 0.69030
ub deeper x2 0.68810 0.64150 0.68888
Dense residual v2 0.69230 0.64430 0.69340
50x2 mlp elu 0.68660 0.63830 0.68700
100x2 mlp elu 0.68640 0.63850 0.68700
50x2 mlp relu 0.68960 0.64360 0.69070
100x2 mlp relu 0.68940 0.64360 0.69070
Random forest, 100 estimators 0.67425 0.63075 0.68312
Random forest, 200 estimators 0.67773 0.63185 0.68336
gbm, 100 estimators 0.68818 0.63922 0.69269

Table 5: Classifier performance on dataset 3.

Models 10-run average AUC 10-run average accuracy 10-run model averaging AUC score
ub v1 0.68980 0.64370 0.69120
ub deeper 0.68880 0.64320 0.68970
ub deeper x2 0.68820 0.64250 0.68910
Dense residual v2 0.69170 0.64480 0.69270
50x2 mlp elu 0.68540 0.63970 0.68620
100x2 mlp elu 0.68650 0.63940 0.68730
50x2 mlp relu 0.68970 0.63410 0.69080
100x2 mlp relu 0.69000 0.64480 0.69140
Random forest, 100 estimators 0.67498 0.63050 0.68415
Random forest, 200 estimators 0.67788 0.63362 0.68335
gbm, 100 estimators 0.68790 0.63978 0.69213

that Dense residual v2 tends to perform better than other
techniques taken for analysis. Use of various other popular
and emerging deep learning methods and their impact on
other complex datasets in concerned domain is left for future
work.
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